IBM Powered

Exchequer Dynamics Power
To Report

Reporting
Systems

Time is of the essence in today’s busy and Slice, Dice, Roll-Up and Drilldown your
competitive world, and so quick access to data via mouse clicks, drags and drops.
your business data for reporting is critical
Summarize data using rollups, without
to business success.
programming or spread sheet ranges.




Expand Business Intelligence to new
user populations with diverse needs. Often overlooked is the infrastructure to
power reporting and data analysis as a
Gain agility and flexibility by enabling result reports are slow and tedious.



business users to find the information
they need without repeated requests Not only is our software fast but we
recommended IBM servers and Lenovo
to the IT department.
workstations for rock solid reliability and
EDL will help your company gain computer power.
greater analytical freedom, enabling
faster decisions, lower IT costs and give
the user new levels of understanding.

The Exchequer Dynamics Ex-Report
software delivers intelligence to all areas of
the business, from sales, marketing, Behind the IBM badge is the biggest
customer service and finance, who will global investment in R&D for server
wonder how they ever managed without it. design and second to none systems
support.
Our business intelligence tools will help
you reveal hidden patterns in tables of
data.

Exchequer Dynamics can provide the
power to report and deliver all your
Business Intelligence requirements.



Expand Business
Intelligence to new
user populations
with diverse
needs.



Gain agility and
flexibility by
enabling business
users to find the
information they
need without
repeated trips to
the IT department.



Gain greater
analytical freedom
–enabling faster
decisions, lower IT
costs and give the
user new levels of
understanding.



No risk to data
integrity.



Guaranteed to
help businesses
find user data
input errors.

Transform tables of data into a
multidimensional pivot grid allowing quick
sorts, filters, and layouts.
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